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Abstract: Nowadays video lecturing is becoming popular due to its various advantages than classroom learning. Many institutes and organizations are using this method for learning. So there is an enormous amount of data available in video lecturing form. To extract the exact video and exact information through this collection of information from videos is a tedious task. In this paper we introduce the techniques for automatically retrieving the information from video files to collect it as a metadata for those files. For efficient retrieval of text from videos we use the OCR (Optical Character Recognition) tool to extract text from slides and ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) tool for retrieval of speech information by the speaker. First of all we do segmentation and classification of video files for its independence of time and location, many institutes and organizations are uploading their video lectures on the internet. Therefore the vast amount of information gets stored into the internet. From this information to collect the desired information becomes difficult without the proper retrieval system.

The existing multimedia video retrieval techniques are not applicable to video lectures because they are based on feature extraction and identifying the similarity between the frames[5], while video lectures are having homologous features between frames with many frames having similar content. So the technique used in multimedia retrieval cannot be used for video lecture retrieval. In the traditional systems, the search for video lectures is provided based on the metadata linked to it which is inserted manually by the creator of the video. There are many disadvantages identified due to this manual insertion technology because limited amount of data can be provided with each video file like its title, creation date, its type, size etc. which is insufficient for large size video with many concepts covered. When the user fires the query for getting the data, the data may not be available in the title but video may contain some kind of information related to it. At this time, the search becomes inefficient due to the limited metadata information. For inserting more information in metadata by this method is time and cost consuming.

So for increasing the efficiency of the search, more advanced technique is needed which collects the data from video files automatically and treat it as a metadata. The research has been done on this which extracts the content by identifying content on the video lecture file and analyzing the words talked by the speaker. These are two major sources of the content, one is from the speaker who speaks and another is from their slideshow content or handwritten text written on the board. The existing technologies are using OCR for slide text retrieval and ASR for retrieving the audio information from the video lectures. It provides more relevant data by assuming that the slides contain the important topics with larger font which needs to be extracted and frequently used words by the speaker are stop words and has to be removed. May technologies and research regarding this are provides the result which may be variable in its accuracy for text extraction.

In this paper, we study the automatic generation of metadata from the video files based on its content information. The slide content from the video files are extracted by optical character recognition tool which we are using Tesseract OCR and audio content are retrieved by the automatic speech recognition method. While extracting the information by using these tools some challenges may have to be faced. Nowadays the video recording is done based on multi-scene format in which the frame may contain multiple scenes at a time, like professor explaining the slide in half part of the frame and slides are shown on next half part as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: The existing video lecture example

The challenge may occur in OCR system for the variation in creation, entering texts, text in the form of graphs, tables
etc. For the speech analysis, this is very important content of the information to be extracted have also some challenges like the speaker’s fluency of the speech, his pronunciation, background noise, handwritten slide which may affect the extraction.

Matthew Cooper has compared the results from both the OCR and ASR techniques. He has shown that there is much difference in texts extracted from ASR and OCR. Also he has proved that the OCR technique is giving more accurate results for text extraction than the ASR technique. Because the ASR has many sources of error like pronunciation of the speaker, phonetic errors etc. and the errors occur in this will directly affect the retrieval performance which not happens in OCR. [10]

Alexander G. Hauptmann, Rong Jin, and Tobun D. Ng shown the different video retrieval technique for the multimedia data, generate and combine all the metadata. The author had also shown the results for retrieval by using all methods and compared it. The author has proved that the result is more efficient when retrieval is done by using enhanced OCR with preprocessing is done effectively, the probabilistic model is used and if the speech recognition algorithm is also used with it. [2] Tiecheng Liu and John R. Kender had developed a new software tool for the content retrieval of video lectures based on its low level features. The system especially works on real time content retrieval and keyframe extraction from videos which have handwritten slide scene type. The author has used a rule based model for detecting the boundaries between frames. As the handwritten slides are there for extraction so it has a substantial amount of frames to be generated for each event which has more similarity in content. So it becomes difficult to identify the boundaries or shots between frames rather than to find in other scene type like already prepared slides or notes. But the retrieval is only done with the content and no further processing is done for efficiency of the search. [6]

2. Literature Survey

a. Video Content Retrieval

MadhavGitte, Harshal Bawaskar, Sourabh Sethi, Ajinkya Shinde developed a content based video retrieval system which uses multimodal features to extract the videos from multimedia warehouse. The system is not so complex but which extracts the information based on only feature extraction algorithm and then though the clustering method is applied but it is not giving the efficient result in case of video lectures, as content in video lectures may be more and to extract the information by feature extraction may return non text blocks also (like images). [8]

Erwin Leeuwsl, Murcello Federico and Mauro Cettolo [4] focused on English speech recognition in Translanguage English database (TED) corpus. He developed the language model by lecture transcript. The training dataset provided has to be inserted manually so it takes time and also which is hard to be extended or optimized. The word error rate returned by this was nearly 40%.

Wolfgang Hürst, Thorsten Kreuzer, Marc Wiesenmüller [3] proposed a method which extracts audio information from video lectures by developing the different ASR method. Large vocabulary automatic speech recognition (LVASR) is used which handles all kind of audio signal like low quality signal, noisy signal, fast speaker word detection which improves word accuracy than other methods for audio retrieval. But in this system, the ranking to be given to words identified is difficult and the method does not collect any information from the slides in the video which contain most important information and the method also applicable only for the German lecture videos. Xiaogiang Xiao, JashaDroppo and Alex Acero have suggested the new technique to be use with the ASR which is more efficient than the traditional HMM based ASR system. The author has developed an IR system which identifies the subwords units into the valid word. Initially instead of decoding the speech into word, it is decoded first in subword units [10].
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3. Proposed Model

A. System Architectures

The proposed method is used for automating the indexing for video lectures with the information attached to it, created from content. The major sources of information about the video lecture are the lecturers’ talk and slides used for explaining the topic.

The objective of the system is to provide the efficient search for the video lectures through the browser which can be done by adding more relevant metadata with the lecture video files. The metadata can be added by capturing the information from audio and video frames. For audio extraction we have used the ASR technique and for content retrieval from the frames we used the OCR technique. Also in this paper we have used clusters for returning the result with linked video files. For this purpose, we have implemented a model which separates frames from a video for keyframe identification. All the captured frames are then classified according to the duplication property. The keyframes are identified and will be used for the information extraction. We fetch all the text from these frames by using OCR strategy. Also we extract audio information by using ASR technique. The collected information (Text and Voice from Video) is used for creating metadata and clustering of terms according to their text and voice parameters.

The architecture of the proposed system can be shown in figure 3

![Figure 3: Proposed System Architecture](image)

As shown in the architectural diagram, the metadata extraction is done from visual as well as audio resources of the video lectures by using OCR and ASR technique. The dictionary software is used for identifying valid words collected from both techniques. For the evaluation purpose of the system the existing systems has used the different automatic indexing techniques which are assigning the collected text to that particular file only. In the proposed system, we have used the clustering technique, which automatically forms the clusters depending on the frequency of the extracted words by ignoring stopwords. Based on that, the result will be returned to the user’s query which is more appropriate and more related to the user’s requirement.

B. Implementation Modules

The modules involved in the proposed system are as described below:

a). Slide Segmentation

When the frames are separated from the lecture video files, many of the frames we get which are similar in its content due to monotonous scene view. This property of the video files is different than other multimedia video files in which the frames are classified based on difference in the scene structure. The segmentation has to be done which will be for the same title or subtitle on the slide. The segmentation method is used for the video lecture files which identifies the difference among frames by connected component analysis. The connected component analysis, similarity is identified based on the group of pixels. The segmentation method consists of following steps:

- The time interval from three seconds to five seconds is provided for analysis of frames. The frames coming after the given time period are considered for further processing and others are discarded, assuming that the frames coming within interval are monotonous. Sometimes, same frame is displayed for a longer period of time then to reduce duplication we will have to increase the time interval of video segmentation.
- Canny edge maps are created, which builds the pixel differential images from edge maps.
- Then, for the similarity detection between the content of the frames is done by connected component analysis. The number of CC will act as a threshold value for segmentation. The further segmentation is done only when the number of CC exceeds this threshold value.
- In the next step of segmentation, the title and content region are first defined. Any small change in the title region may cause slide transition.
- Again the threshold value is calculated and slide transition occurs when the difference among object regions exceeds this threshold value.

b) OCR Technique

Optical character recognition retrieves the text information from images and converts it into editable text. In this paper, we have used the Tesseract OCR which is the open source, freely available and platform independent tool for extracting the data from video slides. For Tesseract the image needs to be converted into binary format. [5] For effective result to be gain by OCR tool, we need to do some pre-processing task to the keyframes. The pre-processing task is done which identifies the keyframes from the video
non-uniform frequency bands by defining the frequencies in spectrums created are correlated. As the first coefficients Mel scale. By discrete cosine transformations, the frequency bands. The band-pass filtering can be used for calculating. Human ear can respond to the non-uniform From this time frame a multidimensional acoustic vector is to be extracted from a time frame of uniform length 25ms. For extracting the features, the acoustics observations have algorithm must be enhanced by time windowing. As there may be crosses the given signal threshold value. As there may be this noise and for identifying the speech and non-speech segmentation. Signal energy based algorithms can be used for identifying the start of the speech segments By this algorithm the speech segment can easily be detected when it crosses the given signal threshold value. As there may be some small energy signals with pauses between the words, the algorithm must be enhanced by time windowing. For extracting the features, the acoustics observations have to be extracted from a time frame of uniform length 25ms. From this time frame a multidimensional acoustic vector is calculated. Human ear can respond to the non-uniform frequency bands. The band-pass filtering can be used for non-uniform frequency bands by defining the frequencies in Mel scale. By discrete cosine transformations, the spectrums created are correlated. As the first coefficients carry the most significance, they are selected to form feature vector. Resulting features are called as Mel cepstra, for which the further processing is done by cepstral mean subtraction. The vector created will be of high dimensionality. To project it into lower dimension, the algorithms like principle component analysis is used.

Decoding is the process of matching the sequence of words with the acoustic that is represented by feature vector. The prerequisite for the decoding is availability of the dictionary which has words to be spoken with its phoneme sequence. Three information sources must be available for decoding

- An acoustic model with an HMM for each unit
- A dictionary with list of words and phoneme
- A language model with word or word sequences.

For improving the recognition accuracy, rescoring is done by higher order language model. The triagram model based rescoring is done in this system.

d) Database Creation

The databases are created which are collected from OCR, ASR and also from the metadata which is manually created for the video files. This database information will act as a metadata for that video files. The important aspect of our system is we are storing this metadata in memory rather than storing in somewhere else. Due to this, the time for the search gets reduced. When the user will fire the query for accessing the videos, due to in memory storage the search time reduces significantly. The redundancies are checked between the words collected for avoiding the wastage of storage space.

e) Clustering for efficient Search:

The databases collected from the above sources are large in size, in which all characters and words are present including insignificant words like stopwords. The stopword removal technique is used which gathers only the important characters. The search is related to all the video files for the same query for which the dataset collection has to be arranged efficiently. For efficient finding of video files the clustering methodology is used. The clustering is done based on the frequency of the terms. The TF-IDF score is calculated, which gives the value of the word by its term frequency and inverse document frequency. By these calculations we can exactly identify the important words. These important words are again clustered for different calculations we can exactly identify the important words. These important words are again clustered for different video files for returning the result with all its related videos. Here, we are using k-means clustering algorithm which forms the clusters will be formed based on term frequency.

4. Result Analysis

The comparison between the results of existing system and proposed system is as shown in the figure 4 and figure 5 by considering two parameters, accuracy and time for search. The graphic representation in the figure 4 shows the efficiency of the proposed system with the existing system. For the small search query length the accuracy provided by the existing system is nearly 60%. But the proposed system is giving nearly 80%, which is far more efficient than the
existing system. Also as the length of the search query increases, the accuracy results are also get improved proportionally for the proposed system. If time required for search is considered, then too our system providing more efficient result rather than existing systems. This shows the existing system is much efficient for all kind of query length and providing more accurate result than the existing system.

Figure 3: Result comparison between existing and proposed system by considering Accuracy parameter

Figure 4: Result comparison between existing and proposed system by considering time for search as a parameter

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed an efficient information retrieval method from video lecture files. The existing systems are doing extraction based on various methods which provides the WER nearly 71%. But as here we have used Tesseract OCR with ASR technique with preprocessing methods, which reduces word error rate much and also the clustering method used after data extraction, which is based on ontology of the terms, provides much related and desired metadata for the file and linked information for the videos. So the video lecture browsing becomes efficient. This metadata created can be treated as indexing to that video file which is automatically created. As the results shows, the proposed method also provides more accuracy with least search time. The future scope of this system will be to retrieve the information for the handwritten text which can be combined with the audio text.
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